Abstract -In search of a n o n p a r a m e t r i c i n d i c a t o r of d e t e r m i n i s t i c s i g n a l complexity, we link the R k n y i e n t r o p i e s to t i m e -f r e q u e n c y r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s . The res u l t i n g measures show promise in s e v e r a l s i t u a t i o n s where concepts like the t i m e -b a n d w i d t h product fail.
I. INTRODUCTION
The term component is ubiquitous in the signal processing literature. Intuitively, a component is a concentration of energy in some domain, but this notion is difficult to translate into a quantitative concept. In fact, the concept of a signal component has never been -and may never be ~ clearly defined. In this paper, rather than address the question "what is a component?" directly, we investigate a class of quantitative measures of deterministic signal complexity and informatzon content. While they do not yield direct answers regarding the locations and shapes of components, these measures are intimately related to the concept of a signal component, the connection being the intuitively reasonable supposition that signals of high complexity (and therefore high information content) must be constructed from large numbers of elementary components.
Our approach to complexity is based on entropy functionals and exploits the powerful analogy between deterministic signal energy densities and probability densities. For example, the Wigner time-frequency representation (TFR), 
f ) df = I s ( t ) I 2 and s W , ( t , f ) d t = IS(f)I2. T h e T F R s C , ( t , f ) of Cohen's class form an infinite set of generalizations of the Wigner T F R .
T h e probabilistic analogy evoked by the marginals suggests
as a natural candidate for estimating the complexity of a signal through its T F R : T h e peaky T F R s of signals comprised of small numbers of elementary components would yield small entropy values, while the diffuse T F R s of more complicated signals would yield large entropy values. Unfortunately, however, the negative values taken on by the Wigner distribution and most other Cohen's class T F R s prohibit the application of the Shannon entropy due to the logarithm. Our goal has been a detailed study of the properties and applications of these promising complexity measures, with emphasis on establishing a firm mathematical foundation. Interesting properties include the following [2]:
THE RENYI ENTROPIES
1. For integer orders cr > 1, H,(C,) is defined for essentially all key TFRs, including even those distributions taking locally negative values.
For odd orders cr > 1, H,(Cs) is asymptotically invari-
ant to T F R "cross-components" and therefore does not count them. In recent work, we have applied the RCnyi measures to random signals, introduced the notion of a Rknyi dimension, and suggested how these measures can be employed to improve TFR performance through adaptivity.
Finally, we have introduced a new "Jensen-like'' divergence measure [ 3 ] . While this quantity promises t o be a useful indicator of the distance between two time-frequency distributions, it is currently limited to the analysis of positive definite TFRs. In spite of this rather severe limitation, this measure could prove useful for time-frequency based detection and recognition.
